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ABSTRACT: In these days in nation like India or all over the arena suffering from significant challenge like availability of 

water and electrical vigor. Cloth industry in India dominating 60% of total Indian economic system. In such industries the 

principal operation of dyeing is done through making use of electrically powered laptop. However in small scale industries 

it is not possible to make use of such high priced machines so by means of utilizing pedal operated yarn dyeing computer 

we are able to overcome the drawback of cost water and electricity. In this paper, design and construct pedal operated 

yarn dyeing machine which utilized in small scale industries and gramodyog. The pedal operated yarn dyeing laptop can 

also be built making use of some regional fabric and skill. A computer entails a yarn ring circled by means of chain and 

sprocket mechanism. The drum carrying dye and water over a frame it really works on the common principle of dyeing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The textile enterprise holds gigantic repute within the India. Textile industry presents one of the most important requirements of 

the individuals. It is the 2nd greatest employment generator after agriculture. About35 million men and women are already 

engaged with this sector. This is the reason the Indian cloth enterprise occupies an awfully main place in the economic system of 

India. Its importance is underlined by means of the fact that it debts for around four %of Gross domestic Product, 14 % of 

business production, 9 % of excise collections, 18 % of E in the industrial sector, and sixteen % of the nation’s whole exports 

(Ex) gains. Dyeing is a approach which imparts beauty to the fabric via making use of quite a lot of colors and their shades onto a 

material. Dyeing can also be carried out at any point of the manufacturing of clothing- fiber, yarn, fabric or afinished cloth 

product together with garments and apparels. The property of color fastness depends upon two motives- resolution of correct dye 

in line with the textile material to be dyed and choice of the process for dyeing the fiber, yarn or material. 

DIEYING 

Dyeing is the system of including color to fabric merchandise like fibers, yarns, and materials.Dyeing is often executed in a 

designated answer containing dyes and targeted chemical fabric. After dyeing, dye molecules and fibre molecules have chemical 

bond. The two major expect of dying are time and temperature controlling. There are on the whole two classes of dye, ordinary 

and man-made.The most important supply of dye, traditionally, has in general been nature, with the dyes being extracted from 

animals or plants. On account that the mid-18th century, however, humans have produced synthetic dyes to attain a broader range 

of colors and to render the dyes extra steady to withstand washing and general use. Distinct lessons of dyes are used for 

distinctive types of fiber and at specific phases of the fabric creation process, from free fibers through yarn and cloth to complete 

garments. Acrylic fibers are dyed with basic dyes, while nylon and protein fibers corresponding to wool and silk are dyed with 

acid dyes, and polyester yarn is dyed with disperse dyes. Cotton is normally dyed with a wide range of dye types, together with 

vat dyes, and contemporary artificial reactive and direct dyes. 

METHODS OF DIEYING 

Colour is utilized to fabric via one-of-a-kind methods of dyeing for one of a kind  varieties of fiber and at distinct phases of the 

textile production procedure. These ways comprise Direct dyeing; stock dyeing; high dyeing; Yarn dyeing; Piece dyeing; solution 

pigmenting or dope dyeing; Garment dyeing and so on. Of those Direct dyeing and Yarn Dyeing methods are essentially the most 

well known ones. 

METHODOLOGY 

Almost always we are able to use electrically operated yarn dyeing computer for dyeing rationale. For electric vigor saving we 

will used the mechanism like chain and sprocket. By using using these mechanism guide vigor is utilized to participate in the 

operation. Pedal operated mechanism includes single strand chain with two sprockets. Smaller sprocket (driven) installed on the 

yarn ring shaft. Whilst larger sprocket (Driver) with seat association can dive the chain with utility of foot force on the pedal. 

Paddling for few minute to dyeing of three Kg of yarn in just 10 lit of water. Our mission valuable for rural industrialization and 

small scale industries; that are facing electrical and water concern. It can be used as a rule for yarn washing as well as dyeing. 

Pedal operated yarn dyeing computer is operated by means of pedal which power larger sprocket to smaller sprocket with the 
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support of chain. As the pedal is rotated the ring having 3Kg of yarn (one hundred Spools) gets circled in hot dyeing water. The 

dye is poured in water then water is heated as much as 800c with the aid of burning of coal. 

CONCLUSION 

As per the learn over the subject that the pedal powered yarn dyeing computer is an awfully positive particularly for rural 

industrialization. This undertaking work has furnished us an first-class opportunity and expertise, to use our restricted knowledge. 

We won numerous practical plenty of realistic competencies related to planning, buying, meeting and machining. Even as doing 

this task work we suppose that the task work is just right option to bridge the gates between institutions and industries. 

Consequently we developed the 'Yarn Dyeing machine' which helps to understand tips on how to obtain low water ratio. The 

working process of this computer may be very easy, so that any person can operate it. By utilising extra systems, it can be 

modified and developed consistent with the functions. 
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